INTRODUCTION
Currently in 3GPP the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) is conceived as a hierarchical architecture. The Node B is responsible for the transmission in a cell or a number of cells and the Radio Network Controller (RNC) manages the resources in the Node Bs and serves as a point of termination for the user connections.
With the introduction of IP-transport in the RAN [3] , new evolution studies were carried out, such as those performed in the Mobile Wireless Internet Forum (MWIF). They focussed on the definition of a new RAN architecture, based on IP-transport, and capable of supporting multi-standard capabilities, possibly in an open way.
The resulting MWIF architecture [1] is still composed of a single Network Element (BTS) responsible for (multistandard) radio transmission / reception in a (number of) cell(s), but with the controlling entities (RNCs) split in smaller entities, according to functionality, and interconnected via IP-transport in a distributed architecture.
This change in architecture and topology has its impact on redundancy issues, and on the way to solve them. In the current hierarchical UTRAN, failure of a node affects also all hierarchically dependent nodes. In a distributed architecture, failures not only remain more isolated, but the network topology also allows redistribution of processing to take-over traffic of a node in failure. The transmission network to interconnect the CN, RNC's and Node B's is based on ATM. Starting from 3GPP Rel.5, also IP-transport is possible, as an option, on the Iu, Iub and Iur interfaces.
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Node B
The Node B represents a single point of failure for the cell or group of cells it controls. When the Node B fails, radio transmissions in its cells become impossible. This cannot be avoided but is usually reduced by foreseeing spare boards in the Node B.
In addition, at the edges of the cell, this is sometimes compensated by adjacent cells increasing their coverage.
RNC
When an RNC fails, however, not only all user connections controlled by this RNC are dropped, but also the whole area of cells controlled by this RNCs loses its transmission capability. The RNC thus represents a single point of failure, with serious impacts on the UTRAN's capacity in case of breakdown. Therefore, it is an important issue in the implementation of the current 3GPP UTRAN architecture to make current RNCs robust against failures. By means of spare hardware, local redundancy is provided in the RNC: Therefore current RNCs are designed to provide a reliability of 0.99999 (five nines). Usually transmission network reliability is provided by the protection mechanisms of the underlying transmission network (L1), which provide fast rerouting.
With the evolution to IP-transport, path failures could be solved by IP-(re)routing, but this is a slow mechanism. In addition, when MPLS is used at L2, it may provide also re-routing in case of failures.
RADIO ACCESS NETWORK EVOLUTION
Introduction
When MWIF started its work on RAN-evolution, its targets were to define a new architecture for the Radio Access Network, based on IP-transport, with multistandard capabilities, and (possibly) open interfaces. Enabled by the architectural flexibility introduced by IPtransport MWIF's efforts concentrated on the definition of a distributed RAN-architecture and on a split of the RNC in different nodes according to scope and functionality, while the Node Bs can support different radio technologies, but do not change in architecture / topology.
Node B evolution
The Node Bs defined in the new Radio Access Network can support different radio technologies to enable a multi-standard RAN. But topologically and architecturally they largely remain unchanged, still monolithic entities geographically located close to (in) the cells/sectors where they provide radio transmission.
Concerning the RNC a split was defined according to the role and scope of the RNC, and with respect to a separation between control and use plane, thus resulting in a number of nodes, in a distributed relationship, implementing the different functionalities of the RNC.
RNC evolution
Introduction
The RNC/BSC is a monolithical network element carrying out both control and user plane functions and performing many different and sometimes unrelated functions. This complexity makes it very difficult to scale. One of the most important architectural principles of the multi-standard RAN architecture is the split of the RNC-RNL (Radio Network Layer) functions across several simpler network elements. This includes the split of the control and user planes and the separation of cell, area (multi-cell) and user related functions.
Split of RNL control and user planes
In Figure 2 , the RNC is split in its control and user planes. In each of the planes, according to the logical RNC roles defined for UTRAN, a separation between SRNC functions and CRNC/DRNC functions is also shown.
SRNC and CRNC/DRNC functions are separated in the figure because the cells used by a particular user connection may be controlled by the same RNC acting as the SRNC or by a different one. Therefore, both groups of functions may communicate with each other internally (within the same RNC) or externally, by means of the Iur interface. Signalling between the RAN and the UE is also considered as belonging to the control plane. Therefore, the RRC protocol is terminated in the control plane, whereas layer 2 protocols (RLC, MAC) and macrodiversity combining and splitting are located in the user plane.
Further split according to scope The next step is the separation of the different functions according to their scope while still keeping the split of the control and user planes. Three different scopes have been identified: cell, area (multi-cell) and user related functions.
Former SRNC functions have user scope, and include the control of a particular mobile user (in the control plane) and the processing of the dedicated channels associated to that user (in the user plane). Former CRNC/DRNC functions have been separated in two different scopes. Some of the functions, such as the distribution of Cell Broadcast Service or paging messages in a certain area, or the co-ordination of RRM for the different cells belonging to the CRNC, have a multi-cell scope. Other functions must be performed for every single cell, like cell control or the processing of the common and shared channels of the cell. The coordination between cell and multi-cell functions was previously internal in the CRNC.
The resulting functional architecture is discussed more in detail below. In the new architecture, and depending on the final assignment of group of functions to network elements, new interfaces may need to be defined for that purpose.
Multistandard RAN functional architecture In UTRAN, the Mobile Control includes the termination of the RANAP and RNSAP protocols (SRNC side), and the part of the RRC layer dealing with dedicated procedures for a particular UE.
-Dedicated Channel Processing (DCP), responsible for user plane, user related functions, i.e. SRNC functions belonging to the user plane.
In UTRAN, the Dedicated Channels Processing terminates the DCCH and DTCH logical channels and contains layer 2 radio protocols used for dedicated channels (PDCP, RLC and MAC-d) as well as the soft handover splitting/combining unit. It also terminates DCH transport channels and the different frame protocols towards the Common Channels Processing (functional entity performing DRNC user plane functions for the common/shared channels, described below) and the Node B.
-Cell related functional entities have the scope of a single cell, and hence there is one instance of each of these entities per cell. The following functional entities have cell scope:
-Cell Control (CC), responsible for control plane, cell related functions, i.e. CRNC/DRNC functions related to a single cell and to the control plane.
In UTRAN, the Cell Control includes the termination of the NBAP protocol (CRNC side), and the part of the RRC layer dealing with cell related procedures. Management of system information to be broadcast in a cell is also contained in the Cell Control.
-Common Channels Processing (CCP), responsible for user plane, cell related functions, i.e. CRNC/DRNC functions related to a single cell and to the user plane.
In UTRAN, the Common Channels Processing terminates the common logical channels (PCCH, BCCH, CCCH, CTCH) of a particular cell and contains the layer 2 protocols used for common and shared channels (RLC, MAC-c/sh). The BMC protocol, responsible for transmission (and repetition) of Cell Broadcast Service messages on the CTCH is also contained in this entity. Moreover, the Common Channels Processing terminates the FACH, RACH, PCH, CPCH and DSCH transport channels, and the different frame protocols towards the Node B and the Dedicated Channels Processing.
-Finally, there are several functional entities having a multi-cell scope. One instance of such entities is responsible for a certain group of cells. Therefore, they are responsible for a certain geographical area.
The main functional entities with a multi-cell scope are the following:
-Paging, responsible for paging co-ordination with the Mobile Control and distribution of paging information across several cells. These functions are partly located in the SRNC and in the CRNC in 3GPP.
In UMTS, the CN contacts an LA or RA, that may cover one or several RNCs, for paging purposes. A co-ordination is needed because the UE may be RRC connected and no longer monitoring the paging channel. In this case, one of the RNCs receiving the paging request is the SRNC of the mobile, and will carry out the necessary actions to ensure the paged UE can be reached.
-Broadcast Distribution (BD), responsible for distribution of Cell Broadcast Service messages across several cells.
The Broadcast Distribution contains the Broadcast/Multicast Interworking Function (BM-IWF), which is located in the CRNC in 3GPP.
There is one BM-IWF entity per CRNC, and it distributes Cell Broadcast Service messages among the different BMC entities (one per controlled cell). In UTRAN, the CRNC sends Cell Broadcast Service messages on the CTCH of each of the controlled cells, therefore the distribution is always internal.
-Multi-Cell Radio Resource Management (MultiCell RRM), responsible for radio resource management with a multi-cell view.
RAN-EVOLUTION AND REDUNDANCY
Introduction
The split of the RNC-functionality -split between control plane and user plane and also between different scopes -and the introduction of IP as a transport option in the UTRAN enable a more distributed RAN architecture, with enhanced flexibility and scalability properties. Therefore, the relation between network elements is not fixed which leads to the idea of rearranging these relations in case of link or node failures. This approach could solve the problem of the RNC representing a single point of failure in the RAN. Although enabled by the introduction of IP-transport, a more flexible UTRAN architecture could also be implemented with an ATM transport layer.
Topology of the Radio Access Network
The resulting network consists of more numerous and smaller nodes, with dedicated functionalities and interconnected via an IP-based transport network.
Part of the new architecture is fully distributed, consisting of servers nodes and server pools, and with flexible associations between the nodes.
Part of the architecture is hierarchical. This is the case when hierarchical scopes are concerned, e.g. the relationship between Node B and cell-related, and between cell and multi-cell-related nodes. Between such nodes, the interconnectivity is less flexible.
Another characteristic of the new architecture is that most of the nodes (servers) are not bound to a certain location, but could be placed more freely anywhere in the network. This is particularly the case for the controlplane servers. For the user-plane servers, performance considerations often impose some restrictions on their possible location.
Issues and impact of failures
The given topology also changes the impact of node failures and transmission network failures:
When a distributed node fails, the impact of this is distributed, but in a flexible architecture another similar node could easily take over its tasks. Larger nodes have larger impacts, smaller nodes have smaller impacts but need more interconnectivity. Specific mechanisms are needed to allow these servers to take-over the traffic of a failing server.
Failure in a hierarchical node tends to affect also the nodes that hierarchically depend on it, i.e. failure in cellscope nodes impacts the Node B controlling the given cell.
In general also, in case of failure of a control-plane server, also the corresponding user-plane server is impacted.
Given the fact that there are much more nodes and much more interconnections between them, the effect of failures in the transmission network become more important, but the flexibility in the network architecture allows calls and processing to be routed around areas where failures occur.
In general, the reliability of a network is lower than that of the individual nodes it is composed of, and decreases when the number of network elements increases. By simple rule of multiplication of probabilities, the joint probability of failure in a distributed RAN will be higher, being virtually impossible to provide the same resilience only by having robust nodes as before. Therefore new schemes for protection and redundancy in the access network must be investigated.
Providing Redundancy
Looking at the new RAN, providing node reliability remains a good solution to achieve RAN reliability. Very reliable nodes limit failures to the minimum. Fast restoration of failing nodes should complement that approach.
Given the higher importance of the transmission network between the nodes, network reliability mechanisms will become more important and elaborate.
The question could arise if these mechanisms could not be used, not only to solve transmission network failures, but also to provide protection for failing nodes.
A general remark to make is that redundancy in the network, even implemented with fast and well performing mechanisms, is an order of magnitude slower than node recovery / redundancy, i.e. it takes a much longer time between failure discovery and recovery.
Another consideration is that providing backup nodes in the network would be efficient only in an N+1 or N+m scheme, because providing 1+1 reliability would double the node and transmission cost. Therefore network redundancy would be applicable only in case of geographically relocatable nodes, and certainly not for nodes where performance requirements impose a location 'close' to the Node B, for instance, as in case of cell-related channel processing.
Finally, to circumvent node failures by means of network redundancy would be applicable only for distributed servers and not in a hierarchical environment, as restoring the node hierarchy would entail a complex node restoration scenario impacting all hierarchically dependent nodes. The main steps in the scenario are the following:
1. A node in the network fails and this failure is detected. In the given example the failing node is a dedicated channel processing function.
2. A recovery node is assigned to take over the failing node's traffic. This can be a backup node, or an existing node taking over partly the traffic.
3. The recovery node is configured with context information to re-establish the call, probably involving the Mobile Control Function.
4. Associations with the recovery node are reestablished within the Radio Access Network.
5. The radio access network is operational again, involving a replacement for the failed node and with new associations in the RAN.
CONCLUSIONS
In the current UTRAN architecture, redundancy is one of the major issues, usually provided by means of robust Network Elements with high reliability and protection switching in the transport network.
When the Radio Access Network evolves to a more distributed architecture, the RNC-functions are split according to control and user plane and functional scope (cell, user, multi-cell). In such a way, the network topology becomes more complex, and the contribution of the transmission network becomes a much more important part of the network reliability. A certain availability of single nodes is still needed, which may require also the application of node redundancy mechanisms.
In such an Access Network, there are certain nodes that are location-independent, of a distributed (nonhierarchical) topology and with less stringent delay requirements. For these types of new nodes, network redundancy and the pooling of server nodes promises to be a good alternative to provide reliability in the Radio Access Network.
